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The deeper meaning and background of the breakdown 
 
Altogether, with this open vulnerable Heart continually working, living, sleeping in 

and in general associating with deadness in all kinds of forms and variations here on earth, in 
society, in people, on the street, in the house, this is a lot to bear, to Transcend, to catch up 
with for the Body. And all the more so if this is not yet supported by the Male Force of 
Consciousness, if one therefore stays stuck with the inflictions. If the pressure on the Heart is 
too much, a body, out of protection, lets go of the tension in the Fight between Light and Dark 
that is usually unresolved on a deeper level due to a lack of Consciousness. Feeling becomes 
less, and energy goes up. For most people, who are not so much present in the Heart, in the 
One, a splitting between High and Low is the ‘solution’. In my case, with my constellation 
and (future) Work to do, this was not possible, even though on the face of it I seemed to be a 
good (or even extreme) example of this splitting. In reality, and exceptionally, my Heart was 
everywhere, also in the Lower Spheres. Making love with a girl happened wholly, by Love – 
and that’s even the background reason why ‘making love’ hadn’t actually happened yet. 

The other option, the other way to deal with the deadness, becoming it, being well 
embedded in the Dark Forces of Unconsciousness and, unlike those who split, having no 
basic problem with this – as many people succeed in – was not my path either. My 
consciousness had to stay attuned to the Light side of life until I would be Ready to 
Consciously Go into and Touch – and be Touched by – the Dark. The consequence of this 
‘stubborn’, but in the end Selfless, holding on to the (Truth of the) Heart, was that my body 
was sacrificed – you can’t have it all. In my state of oneness, I couldn’t, unlike many, 
physically-energetically relax on an earthly level in the Lower Spheres, while the mind set 
seems rather directed at the higher values in life. Holding on to the supposedly good side of 
the coin – the Light side – instead of relaxing in the Lie, produces a tension in the body. 
Whereas the common man physically-energetically relaxes in the Dark and the – always 
Present – Light creates a tension in their consciousness, in me it was the other way round or 
upside down: ‘my’ consciousness (‘and’ conscience) was (or seemed) free but my body was – 
or seemed – stuck in this mode. My body was not separate from the Heart and couldn’t 
therefore accept the ‘normal’ sphere of heartlessness in the earthly Lower Spheres. I Lived, 
but I couldn’t live on earth. Others lived on earth, but couldn’t truly Live. ‘My’ body was 
chosen, as some bodies are, to give a conscious form to the addictive and contaminating 
deadness ruling here on earth, that is: to the Heartlessness that was – and in my perception of 
those days seemed increasingly to be - the norm, the Heart scattered in many pieces, parts. It 
gave a form to humanity’s splitting, its duality, being cut into High and Low – paradoxically 
so, since I Myself didn’t have this division. 

Not to say that in the past it was so good in this respect. The Heart was never really 
Down here in all Consciousness. Yet, growing up in the seventies, certainly if this was in 
Holland, and then bearing the cold eighties afterwards – and it didn’t improve after the 
eighties – this wasn’t easy for a heart. Everything got harder in society. The dominant music 
in the eighties and the way it was produced, revealed a lot to me in that respect. It was a 
reflection of the direction society was moving into. The stupidly loud and even deformed 
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drum sound in most music was terrible for sensitive ears. There was a strong tendency that the 
drum, the base, the groove, increasingly became the core of a song – instead of the melody 
and the harmony as was more the case in the seventies, relatively speaking. Low was 
becoming the norm instead of High – or: the lower human realms and chakras were becoming 
more important than the higher realms and chakras. 

I lost interest in new music, which I had never expected and this said a lot in my case, 
since I loved music very much. The eighties paid the seventies back: it should be clear who 
was the boss here on earth, the lower parts that loved it when the higher parts were deafened 
by the monotonous manmade drum beat that, to be a bit dramatic, replaced the human 
heartbeat. In fact, after the eighties music production, generally speaking, didn’t improve – on 
the contrary, considering the rise of styles like house, rap and hiphop. The music production 
of these styles even starts with creating a ‘nice’ groove, with drum and base, and then, let’s 
see what can we do on top of that, how to cheer up the in itself dead groove a bit, how to 
beautify the dead energy that is mistaken for life. These styles, from the perspective of ‘man 
and woman’, are meant to touch Woman in Her sex-centre, while, in principle, music could 
be created that touches Woman in Her Heart, through melody, harmony, sensitivity and nice 
arrangements. It’s not promising that most – including young – children grow up with Heart-
killing music styles and that for them this is part of the normal world, and they even serve as 
an escape from the oftentimes hard real world. Instead of enlivening the Heart, much music – 
although far from all, fortunately – has ended up serving as a tool to deafen the Heart. 

The societal development stimulated and reinforced the process of getting kicked out 
of the body, away from the earth, that had been happening to me since the eighties had 
started. My work in the ministry, society in pure form, and the subsequent confrontation of 
Heart and society’s resistance to the Heart’s interference with society’s lower economical 
interests, was the culmination point in the process of receiving an overdose of society. I 
couldn’t hold on any longer. Since the breakdown especially, I couldn’t put myself together 
again. My collagen was finished. I was like spaghetti – boiled spaghetti, I mean. It seemed the 
association with the Body had almost stopped – due to the Earth’s (Woman’s) huge resistance 
to the Heart That I Was and Am. Eventually, after lying on bed for some years and not (or 
hardly yet) before my thirties started, ‘I’ began to fight ‘myself’ a way back, Down, feeling 
myself a way into the Body. And ever since then (I have Understood) ‘I’ have to keep 
Fighting – not as a supposed ‘I’ any more but ‘I’ allowed the Natural Descending Male Force 
That Brings the Heart to Earth. This is a huge struggle that never subsides, but that is no 
problem. I’m totally at peace with Fighting. Fighting is part of Nature and without it you are 
done, killed. Before I started more intensely to associate with girls, with Woman, before my 
thirties, I was not aware of and didn’t Feel the Fight on earth that, as Man, I was supposed to 
Enter. Without (the Conscious) Fight between the Male and Female Forces, deadness rules. 

In the end, the Body is the form of the Heart. ‘My’ breakdown was not mine. The 
breakdown was a Mirror of the world, if only they had wanted to look, how they, as a whole, 
Kill the Heart on earth, even though on an individual level nobody seemed to be accountable 
for this. When the Heart, the One, is Present, when the Two, Body and Consciousness, are not 
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utterly separate, not two different worlds, the body cannot stick out too long with what is not 
real, not True; the body gives a form to the crushing of the Heart. 

The breakdown was not something wrong that just needed to be repaired, as I had 
thought originally. I was being prepared for a deeper level of Consciousness. The body 
shouldn’t be too solid, too compact. It should be ‘de-mattered’ and made as flexible as 
possible – even more, instead of less – so it could Feel the world, Woman, from within, 
directly, not in any roundabout way. The body should no longer be an ‘it’ in any sense. The 
‘I’ and the Body should ‘merge’ into Me. Things that happened in the outside world should 
have their perceptible counterpart in the Body. Outside and inside should no longer be 
seemingly divided or unconsciously one, but Consciously One. It was no longer enough or 
kind of all right to be and live as an unconscious Heart. The Heart Needed to Know the world, 
Know Woman, Directly. 

Wholly related to this, my years on bed in the second half of my twenties were a 
(long) preparation for Man, for Becoming, Realizing and Embodying Man – and thus, 
indissolubly interwoven with this, they were a preparation for Woman, for Meeting Her, 
Nearing Her, Seeing Her, Feeling Her, Understanding Her, Living Her Pain as Myself in My 
Heart and eventually Bringing Her (Back) into My Heart. I needed the space – not work or 
study, not even composing or playing music – to Be Prepared. I needed to Be Emptied, as 
thoroughly as possible, from all the ‘shit’, cramp, people’s hidden pain, and resistance (to the 
Heart), that I had associated with all these years but for the greater part in an unconscious 
way. 

The breakdown was related to the fact that the Man in me, the One I Am, was 
thoroughly and all my life denied by Woman, by the world – even though this was just a 
‘natural’ thing: a man needs to Find the Man in Himself by Himself, necessarily without help 
of the world, of his surroundings. It was not that I was being denied. It is Man Himself Who is 
being Denied here on earth, utterly denied by Woman Who is inherently self-obsessed – 
which includes being denied by the common man who doesn’t See the Woman in himself 
and, unconsciously, thinks and acts like Her, which was something I could not totally exclude 
myself from yet. I have always been very sensitive for this very important denial – despite the 
fact that, in the thick blanket of delusion hanging over the earth, I was seduced by the Female 
Force to turn against what I thought was ‘man’. Deluded by the men I saw and felt, I had no 
idea that, in the End, Man and the Heart are the Same. Especially after I had left the parental 
house at the age of twenty, something in me felt – though not consciously – this really huge 
Resistance to Man here on earth, to Man’s Love, throughout the whole earthly human realm. 

Everything was upside down. ‘I’ was not being denied, indeed – Man was. And My 
Task was to leave home, to leave myself, and find the Truth and Let things naturally Turn 
upside Down into their real proportion and reality. This meant that ‘I’ should be the one to be 
denied and Man should stop being denied. This was my True world and also, therefore, of My 
Woman, that is: the Woman in Love with Truth, with Me, with Man. For Man is the Truth. 

I can, in addition to what I said earlier about them, safely say that if there had been 
more Irises and Pandoras in my teens and twenties or if my love affairs with them had taken 
longer, I would have been done, my Heart could not have been of a substantial value any 
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more for humanity’s Process of Manifesting the Heart on an earthly level in the form of the 
Human Body – certainly not if ‘I’ had managed to have sex with the girls, or, let’s rather say, 
if they had managed to have sexual intercourse with me. But, and this is interesting, it would 
not happen like that. It’s not a coincidence that, seemingly paradoxically, despite the fact that 
my energetic and physical body seemed to have received an overdose of no-Heart which was 
impossible to Transcend without the Heart being Conscious of Itself as Indestructible, I didn’t 
really get an overdose of Woman in the end as most men do and to which the Man in them 
dies or, in fact, is buried alive. The True Heart, the Man in Me, was and is Intelligent. It let 
me break down and therefore recover and resurrect from out of the hell, stronger, much better 
prepared than before. The length and intensity of my early intimate associations with girls 
were ‘Controlled’ or Guided of Itself, by a Deeper Intelligent Nature. The girls could not or 
would no longer (try to) be with me as long as ‘I’, the Heart, hadn’t Gone through, 
transcended the current or earlier associations with Woman (Earth). Iris was the best example 
here for showing this. Two years after she had left me for the first time she got interested in 
me again after I had had enough space from her to recover, to let at least some Man in me 
resurrect so that I became interesting again for her – and we started our second, even shorter, 
love affair. 
 

If I had known all the above mentioned factors1 and thus hadn’t kissed the kissing 
disease, if I had accepted not finishing my study on time but had been all right with a lesser 
diploma, if I hadn’t lived or had moved out from a room in which the electric wires were put 
in by a bungler and so on and so on, wouldn’t my body have crushed down then? It would 
have. There would have been other factors. There are and will always be factors, 
circumstances, causes. Causes are never the real cause. My supposed fall had to happen 
anyway. It’s just that certain circumstances are created and used to let this actually happen on 
earth. As long as ‘I’ identified with an ‘I’, it was a fall, indeed, a very big one, but in fact it 
was a long transition period. A Deeper Force was busy Taking ‘me’ over, letting ‘me’ bow, 
bending ‘me’ towards another direction in life that I was not acquainted with in any way and 
that I, without having been Forced by stronger Forces, couldn’t have discovered by myself. 
My Body was being prepared for something that, in the old construction, it wouldn’t have 
been able to do or allow. 

As One Heart, whether I liked it or not, I Had to Know Woman, to Learn Duality 
therefore, Woman’s world of the Two, Joy and Pain, directly from within. Romantic kissing 
was not enough. In the End I Had to Embody Woman. The joy side of the coin was easy up to 
then. Now I was being prepared to learn the pain. I Had to Learn about life and death. 
‘Woman’, in the broadest sense of the word, the whole world of Form, including all gross and 
subtle invisible energies, was not only ‘life as it may seem on the face of it, on the ground of 

                                                
1 These factors are not described in this excerpt, but in the much lengthier 5th segment of the 

autobiography, one chapter earlier: The factors leading to the fall. 
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Her womb, Her form-reproducing function. She also meant ‘death’. One could not exist 
without the other. She was always Two. 

‘My’ Consciousness of the time was not ready to understand these things, to 
understand Duality, to Understand Woman. But the potential Understanding was settling into 
my Body. Confronted with Woman’s Duality, Man – Who could, in principle, See-Feel 
Woman – was nestling in my Body in a hidden way. Would I ever manage to Bring Man(’s 
Open Eye) Down ‘there’, into the Body where up to then Woman’s Unconsciousness had 
always ruled. Would I ever manage to Bring Clarity there, Overview, Consciousness, Direct 
Seeing from the Body instead of from the outside looking in. 

I was Smashed, Thrown, into the Duality of Woman: Energy or Consciousness. Since 
I was in a Male Body, My First Responsibility would be the latter. I had to Show that 
Consciousness is Stronger than or Primary to Energy: the Male Force of Consciousness is the 
Primal Force and the Female Force, Energy, the Secondary. For proving, Realizing, ‘My’ 
Power of the One Beyond the Two, there was no other way than to Accept ‘my’ weakness, to 
Accept weakness in general as unavoidable, as an integral Part of the (Whole) Truth. Not at 
that time, however. I was too unconscious still to Accept, See weakness, too weak to See that 
‘my’ energy – that was not mine – was being killed or depleted by the Female Force. 

My body was sacrificed, indeed. At the same time, as I have said before, I finally got a 
body. I finally became aware of its existence and functioning. I was blown upwards, to 
challenge me to Fight a path Down, into the Body, into the world of Energy, into 
Unconsciousness. As One, one cannot Fight. One needs to be in (the world of) Duality to be 
Able to Fight. Or else there is no Impulse. By hardly meeting any people in those years and 
by having space to Allow a lot of ‘Space’, the Male Formless side of the coin – in contrast to 
(the limitation and suffocation of) Form – ‘I’ was ‘secretly’ gathering Strength, Male Power, 
for the Fight that Had to Happen sooner or later, the Fight with what later appeared to be the 
Female Force, the Fight out of Love. How could I have Known that for Manifesting My Deep 
Love for Woman – Being a Reflection of Her Deep Love for Man, for the Male Force – I 
Needed to Fight with Her. In my naivety, in my and everyone’s state of delusion, I assumed 
that Love meant the opposite of fighting. I didn’t Know that Love wasn’t the easy side of the 
Coin that included love, joy, peace, friendship, harmony, honesty, compassion. I didn’t Know 
that on an earthly level Love meant Seeing-Feeling and Accepting the other side: hate, pain, 
fight, hostility, dishonesty and so on. I was deluded as everyone else was, seduced by the 
Female Deluding Force to egoically choose the easy, nice, beautiful, free side of life. Without 
Really Meeting-Feeling Woman I could not Meet the Other Side. There should be a Woman-
form on earth who was Willing Beyond herself to ‘Allow’ me to Be with Her, to Absorb Her, 
to Get to Know the Other Side: Pain, the Painful Side of Life. For even though people thought 
I had a very hard time in those four or six years, I didn’t feel that way. I still laughed like 
crazy – or to whatever extent ‘my’ energy allowed this – over many things, over the absurdity 
of life. No, to get to Know Pain, I, Man, Need to Meet Woman, to Really Meet Her up Close, 
to Fall in Love with Her, to Love Her so much that I Become Her, that Her Pain of being 
stuck in the Form-Laws of the Earth is Mine, and will again and again be Manifested by My 
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Selfless Body. Before this, I as Man don’t Understand Pain. As Man everything is One for 
Me. I don’t Understand where suddenly, in this Oneness, Pain starts, difference. 


